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Abstract
Globalization of economyand increase
in customer expectations in terms of
costandservices
haveputa premium
oneffective
supply
chain
re-engineering.
As a result,
decision
support
systems
thatcanfacilitate
theseefforts
arein
greatdemand.
In thispaper,we identifyessential
elements
thatarerequired
formodeling
supplychainsandembed
themin a multi-agent
framework.
Our
framework
usessimulation
analysis
and
provides
a platform
forrapidly
developingcustomized
decision
support
tools
fordifferent
supply
chain
problems
with
limited
additional
effort.
A subset
of
concepts
fromthisframework
is being
utilized
by IBMformaking
supply
chain
re-engineering decisions.
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Introduction

in addition, manytimes these re-engineering efforts are
made under politically and emotionally charged environments. In such situations, decision support tools that can
analyze various alternatives can be extremelyuseful in impartially quantifying gains and helping the organization
makethe right decision (Feigin et al. 1996). In most organizations, re-engineering decisions are generally based on
either qualitative analysis (such as benchmarking)or
customized simulation analysis because complexinteractions betweendifferent entities and multi-tiered structure
of supply chains makeit extremelydifficult to utilize closed
form analytical solutions. Benchmarkingsolutions provide
insights into current trends but are not prescriptive. On
the other hand, simulation provides a platform to perform
detailed analysis and select amongalternative solutions .
tIowever, there are two major problems with building customized simulation models: (1) they take a long time
develop and, (2) they are very specific and have limited
reuse. Our aim in this paper is to provide a modular and
re-usable frameworkthat would enable rapid development
of simulation based customized decision support tools for
supply chain management.

A supply
chaincanbe defined
as a network
of autonomous In order to develop a generic and modular frameworkit
orsemi-autonomous
business
entities
collectively
responsi- is essential to understandimportantissues (decision tradebleforprocurement,
manufacturing
anddistribution
activ- offs) and commonprocesses in different types of supply
ities
associated
withoneormorefamilies
ofrelated
prod- chains. Our frameworkis based on supply chain studies
conducted in the following three domains(which differ in
ucts(seeFigure
I).Different
entities
ina supply
chain
operate
subject
todifferent
setsofconstraints
andobjectives.the degree of centralized control) - (1) a vertically integrated supply chain of a global computer manufacturer
However,these entities are highly inter-dependent whenit
(Swaminathan 1994); (2) a Japanese automotive supply
comes to improving performance of the supply chain in
chain which is less tightly coupled (Womack,Jones &Ross
terms of objectives such as on-time delivery, quality assur1990); (3) an inter-organizational supply chain in USgroance and cost minimization. As a result, performance of
cery industry (Swaminathan1994). Wefound that there
any entity in a supply chain depends on the performance
are a numberof commonprocesses which are present across
of others and, their willingness and ability to coordinate
these supply chains. Web_aveidentified these processes and
activities within the supply chain. Globalization of econclassified them in a library. The library consists of two
omyand increase in customer expectations in terms of cost
maincategories- structural elements and control elements.
and service have influenced manufacturers to strive to imStructural
elements
(like
retailer,
distribution
center,
manprove processes within their supply chains, often referred
ufacturer,
supplier
andtransportation
vehicles}
facilitate
to as supply chain re-engineering. For example, Hewlett
modeling
production
andtransportation
of products
and
Packard’s Vancouverdivision reduced inventory costs by
control
elements
facilitate
modeling
various
control
poliapproximately 18 %for lIP Deskjet printers through decies(related
to information,
demand,
supply
andmaterial
layed product differentiation (Biilington 1994). Similarly,
flow)thatgovern
product
flowwithin
thesupply
chain.
National Semiconductor has managed to reduce delivery
We
also
classified
issues
in
supply
chain
management
into
time, increase sales and reduce distribution cost through
three broad categories namelyconfiguration, coordination
effective supply chain re-engineering (Henkoff 1994}.
and contracts. Configuration deals with issues related to
Supplychain re-engineering efforts have potential to imthe network structure of a supply chain based on factors
pact the performance of supply chains in a big way. As a
such as leadtime, transportation cost and currency fluctuaresult, it has becomeessential to performa detailed analtions; Coordinationdeals with routine activities in a supply
ysis before adopting a new process in the supply chain.
chain such as materials flow, distribution, inventory con210
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used by IBMfor supply chain re-engineering efforts.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
reviews existing research and approaches. In Section 3, we
describe our multi-agent frameworkin greater detail. In
Section 4, we identify the key elements required to model
supply chain dynamics. Weconclude and discuss future
extensions of this workin Section 5.

2

Literature

Overview

Supplychainmanagementhasbeenthesubject
of considerableresearch
overtheyears.
Onecandistinguish
betweenthreebroadapproaches:
(I)Benchmarking
efforts
aimedatanalysis
ofcurrent
practice
invarious
sectors
of
industry;
(2)Development
of static
analytical
models;
(3)
Combination
of analytical
andsimulation
modelsto understand
dynamics
in a supply
chain.
Paw Mgmmd

C~

Figure I: Supply Chain Network
trol and information exchange;Contrac~control material
flow over a longer horizon based on factors such as supplier reliability, numberof suppliers, quantity discounts,
demandforecast mechanismsand flexibility to change commitments.
Multi-agent computational environments are extremely
useful in studying classes of coordination issues involving multiple autonomous or semi-autonomous optimizing
agents where knowledgeis distributed and agents communicate through messages (Bond &Gasser 1988). Since supply chain managementis fundamentally concerned with
coherence amongmultiple decision makers, a multi-agent
modeling frameworkbased on explicit communication between constituent agents (such as manufacturers, suppliers, distributors) is a natural choice. Wemodelstructural
elements as heterogeneousagents which utilize control elements in order to communicateand control flow of products within the supply chain. Our approach emphasizes
modelsthat capture the locality that typically exists with
respect to the purview, operating constraints and objectives of individual supply chain entities and, simultaneously promotes analysis of supply chain performance from
a variety of organizational perspectives. In addition, modular architecture of our frameworkenables one to develop
modelsfor different situations with limited additional effort. In fact, to utilize this frameworkfor modelingany
newsituation covered by the primitives of the library, one
just needs to instantiate different agents and define connections and interactions between them. Simulations using alternative connections and different control policies
wouldprovide a detailed analysis of tradeoffs across various alternatives. In this paper, we describe our framework
in its current state and provide an exampleto demonstrate
howan issue relevant to supply chain managementcan be
analyzed using the framework. A large number of issues
in this domain can be analyzed with our framework and
in fact, a subset of concepts from this frameworkis being

Benchmarkingefforts at identifying new trends and
philosophies in supply chain managementbased on comparative analysis of current practice in different countries
and different sectors of industry include those reported
in (Hall 1983), (Lyons, Krachenberg & Henke 1990)
(Womack,Jones & Roos 1990). (Lee & Billington 1992)
provides an insightful survey of common
pitfalls in current
supply chain managementpractices. Somestudies indicate
that buyer-supplier relationships are becomingmore dependent on factors like quality, delivery performance,flexibility in contract and commitmentto work together, as
opposedto traditional relationships based on cost (Helper
1991). Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) and Distributed
Databases have been identified as important technological
advancements that may benefit supply chain performance
in a significant manner (Srinivasan, Kekre & Mukhopadhyay 1994). While providing general guidelines and identifying elements of best practice, benchmarkingapproach
has been of limited help to managerswhoare looking for
specific quantitative solutions to every day problems.
Ontheanalytical
front,
research
onmultiechelon
inventoryproblems
hasa longhistory
((Clark
1972),(Svoronos
& Zipkin1991)).
A multiechelon
systemis onein which
therearemultiple
tiersinthesupply
chain.
Thislineof
workassumes
centralized
control
of thesupplynetwork,
thusoverlooking
thepossibility
of decentralized
decision
making.
Morerecent
supply
chainmodels
in thisareaalso
include(Cohen& Lee 1988)and (Cohen& Moon1990)
wheredeterministic
scenarios
areconsidered
anda global
optimization
problem
is formulated
usingmixedinteger
programs.
(Lee& Billington
1993)and (Pyke& Cohen
1994)consider
stochastic
environments
andprovide
approximations
tooptimal
inventory
levels,
reorder
intervals
andservice
levels.
(Arntzen
etal.1995)develop
anelaboratemodelforglobalsupplychainmanagement
forDigitalEquipment
Corporation.
Mostof theaboveworkhas
contributed
ina significant
manner
tomanagerial
decision
making.
However,
thesemodels
arelimited
inhandling
issuesrelated
to dynamics
ofsupply
chains
as wellas study
ofdecentralized
supply
chains.
The use of simulation as a vehicle for understanding issues of organizational decision-making has gained considerable attention and momentum
in recent years ((Feigin

not available in the first place, then the demandis lost or
backloggedbased on the policy at the retailer. In essence.
agents (structural elements) utilize control elements and
messages for communicationpurposes.
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(Malone
1987)).
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(Towill, Naim& Wikner 1992) use simulation techniques
to evaluate effects of various supply chain strategies on demandamplification. (Tzafestas & Kapsiotis 1994) utilize
a combinedanalytical/simulation model to analyze supply
chains. (Swaminathan, Sadeh & Smith 1995) utilize simulation to study the effect of sharing supplier available-topromise information. However,one of the major concerns
in utilizing simulation modelsas decision support tools is
that they have limited reuse. Our aim in this paper is
to provide a modular and re-usable frameworkthat. would
enable rapid development of simulation based customized
decision support tools for supply chain management.

3

Multi-Agent

Framework

The approach in this work has been to utilize a multiagent paradigmfor modelingand analysis of supply chains.
Multi-agent computational environments are extremely
useful in studying a broad class of coordination issues involving multiple autonomousor semi-autonomousproblem
solving agents. Knowledge-basedmulti-agent systems have
been found useful in manyapplications related to manufacturing including scheduling, vehicle routing and enterprise modeling ((Kwok & Norrie 1993), (Pan, Tanenbaum
& Glicksman 1989), (Robaum,Sycara & Fox 1991), (Sadeh
1994), (Smith 1989)). In this work we have extended
use of multi-agent paradigmsto the domainof supply chain
management. Our approach has been to identify generic
processes in this domainand classify them in a library. We
embed the library elements in a multi-agent framework.
Theseelements allow incorporation of various policies (derived from analytical models such as inventory policies,
just-in-time release, routing algorithms) for demand,supply, information and materials control within the supply
chain. Our analysis is based on discrete event simulation of
the various alternatives and control policies. Combination
of analytical and simulation models makes our framework
extremely attractive to study both the static and dynamic
aspects of problems.
Our frameworkconsists of heterogeneous agents which
communicate with each other through messages (communication protocols). Wehave defined a generic agent which
is then specialized to performdifferent activities within a
supply chain. For example, a manufacturing agent is different from a distribution agent or a transportation agent.
Specialized agents correspond to strnctural elements identified in the supply chain library that are involved with
production and transportation of products within the supply chain. Incoming messages are selected by each agent
based on an event selection mechanismsuch as first come
first served (FCFS). Response to each type of message
defined by its messagehandler routine which in turn uses
control elements identified in the supply chain library. For
example, whena request for goods messageis processed at
the retailer the following sequenceof events occur. First,
it is checkedif the product is available in stock. If that
is the case then the demandis satisfied and inventory onhand is updated. Then the inventory control policy (say
a base stock policy) is invoked. The control policy may
generate a request /or goods messagefor the supplier of
the product based on inventory on-hand. If the product is
212
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In the next subsection we introduce the generic agent
architecture. Subsequently. we define various messagesin
our framework. Finally, we provide a simple example related to supply chain re-engineering and showin detail how
we can model and analyze that problem.
3.1 Agents
Agentdescriptions provide an ability to specify both static
and dynamiccharacteristics of various supply chain entities. Each agent is specialized according to its intended
role in the supply chain (for examplemanufactureragents.
transportation agents, supplier agents, distribution center
agents, retailer agents, end-customeragents). Anagent is
defined by the following set of characteristics. Note that
an interaction is sameas a message.
e.Si - Set of attributes that characterize its (simulated)
state at a given instant of time. State attributes include base information about aa agent’s processing
state (for example, current product inventories, different costs associated with production, financial position). Associatedwith each aspect of local state are
methods for accessing and (in the case of dynamic
parameters) updating current values. Dynamic parameters change over time either as the result of internally triggered events (for example, whenmaterial
gets transferred from work-in-process inventory into
finished-goodsinventory) or as a result of interactions
with other agents (for example, receipt of an order
from a customer, shipment of an order to a customer,
paymentfor an order delivered to a customer).
¯ Di - Knowledgeat agent i about other agents. This
includes information about the past performance of
the different agents. These values may also be updated dynamically during simulation. For example.
whenit is knownthat a reliable supplier defaults often in terms of due date then that agent’s reliability
factor is updated accordingly.
¯ ICi - Set of interaction constraints that define the
agent’s relationship with other agents in the supply
chain. Each agent description designates the set of
agents with which it can interact, and for each, indicates (1) its relationship to this agent (customer, supplier), (2) the nature of agreementthat governsthe
teraction (production guarantees, agreement length)
and inter-agent information access rights (which aspects of that agent’s local state are accessible for consultation during local decision-making).All the information about other agents that is available without
messagetransfers is controlled by the real-time informationcontrol policy (described in section 4.2.5).
¯ Qi - Priorities of agent i. These help in sequencing
incominginteractions for processing.
¯ PMi- Vector of performance measures of agent i.
¯ h - Set of incominginteractions at agent i.
¯ Oi - Set of outgoing interactions at agent i.

¯ c~- Incoming
inr,eraction
thatischosen
forprocessing
agent
i. of the AI and Manufacturing Research Planning Workshop. Copyright © 1996, AAAI (www.aaai.org). All rights reserved.
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¯ ~-Setof control
elemenr,s
available
at.agenti.A
control
element
is invoked
whenthereis a decision
to be madewhichprocessing
a message.
For exampie,in ordertodetermine
thenextdestinar.ion
on a
transportation
vehicle
a routecontrol
element
willbe
invoked.
* Mi(c~)
- Thisdefines
themessage
processing
semanticsformessage
typeelat agent
i. Message
handling
routines
mayuseoneor morecontrol
elements
which
processing
a message.
Forexample,
whena request
forgoodsmessage
isprocessed
itinvokes
a invenr.ory
control
policy.
In somecases,morethanonecontrolelement
maybeused.Forexample,
real-time
information
control
element
maybe invoked
to obtain
Figure 2: Agent Architecture
capacity
information
fromthesupplier
agentbefore
invoking
theinventory
control
policy.
¯ P(Di,Si,
]’i,Q~)
- A selector
function r,hatchooses Thisprocess
continues
atan agent
tillthereisno active
andsequences
a setof incoming
interactions
based incoming
message
at thegiveninstant
of time.
on domainknowledge,
current
stateandtheprioritiesof agenti. Forexample,
whena manufacturer Sinceourframework
is basedona discrete
eventsimuhasorders
fromtwocustomer
agents
thenthisfunc- lator,
agents
areactivated
based
onthetimeofactivar,ion
tionwoulddetermine
thesequencing
rulebasedon
of incoming
messages.
Thereis a global
sorted
(interms
thepriority
givento eachcustomer
agent.
Sequenc- oftimeof..activation)
listofincoming
messages
across
all
ing becomes
important
whenthe manufacturer
does
agents
andtheagentwhichhasthefirstmessage
is pronothaveenough
inventory
tosatisfy
alltheorders.
ceased
next.Thesimulation
clock
is ad~anced
totheactivation
time.
Ifthistimeisdifferent
fromthecurrent
time
thenalltheagents
areupdated
in termsof
Thesequence
of eventsthatoccurat eachagentthat ofsimular,ion
theirstateandknowledge
aboutotheragents.
Processing
processes
incoming
messages
isas follows
(refer
Figure
2).
ateachagentfollows
r,heabovesequence
andoutgoing
inEachtypeofagent
isdefined
withrespect
toa specific
setof
aredynamically
inserted
intor.heglobal
sorted
goalswhichdetermine
commitments
andcontrol
elements teractions
thatdidnotprocess
an interaction
at a given
thatituseswhile
interacting
withother
agents.
Forexam- list.Agents
retain
theirstateandknowledge
about,
other
ple,goalattheretailer
istoreduce
theturn-around
time timeinstant
agents
inthenexttimeinstant.
Simulazion
continues
for
tha~thecustomer
experiences.
Performance
measures
of
timespecified
bytheuserat thebesheagent
aswellasabove
commir,ments
influence
prioritiesthetotalsimulation
of thesimulation.
Qi of theagent.
Thesepriorities
determine
thesequence ginning
in whichincoming
interactions/i
areprocessed.
Thefirst
3.2
Interaction
Protocols
interaction
inthesequence
clisanalyzed
forthetype.
It
couldbe a material,
information
orfinancial
message
(as
Incomingand outgoing interactions are facilitated by condescribed
in section
3.2).Eachinteraction
ormessage
type trol elements and are simulated via exchange of messages
hasa message
handler
Mi(cl)
thatperforms
a sequence
betweenagents. A basic set of messageclasses define types
operations
whichmayinvolve
usageofoneor morecontrol of interactions that can take place within the network. All
policies
as described
in theexample
at thebeginning
of
messageclasses share specific common
attributes, includthissection.
ing the (simulated) time at which they are posted, the
time they get activated, the posting agent and the recipiThe message handling routines for the same message
ent
agent. Associated with each messageclass, in addition
type maybe different in different agents. For example,
to
any
content specific parameters, are messagehandlers
whena goods delivered messageis encountered in a stanthat
define
message processing semantics. As indicated
dard distribution center, the way materials are handled
earlier,
this
semantics maydepend on the type of agent
and stored is different from a cross-dock operation. Conwhere the messageis processed.
trol elements that are triggered by the messagehandler
help in making a decision for the agent. For example, a
Werecognize
threebroadcategories
of message
classes,
reordering decision or a routing decision. Messagehaneach
associated
with
the
simulation
of
a
specific
typeof
dling routines mayalso update the internal state and the
flow
through
the
supply
chain:
domainknowledge, and, generate one or more outgoing interactions. Oncethe message processing operations have
* Material
flo~#s:
Messages
in thiscategory
relate
to
been completed, performance measures of the agent PMI
delivery
of goodsby oneagentto another.
Theproand the global performance measure GPMare updated.
ceasing
semantics
associated
withmaterial
delivery
Outgoinginteractions have the address of the destination
messages
minimally
dictate
adjustment
toinventories
as well as the time that they will be activated at that agent.
of theposting
andrecipient
agentsby thequantity

m,:asures PMiand priorities Qi of an agent.. These priori-

specified in the message.However.it can also trigger
messages relevant to other supply chain flows (cash
transactions} as well as local processingactivities {determination of whether all the componentsrequired
to initiate the assembly of a product are nowavailable). Material delivery messagescan be either sent
directly by a supplier agent to a consumeragent (in
cases where simulation of transportation delays and
costs are not relevant) or mayinvolve an intermediate
transportation agent.
¯ Information flows: This category of messages model
exchangeof information between supply chain agents.
It includes request for goods messages (flow of demand}, capacity information (communication of expected available capacity), demand-forecast information (communicationof demandforecasts) and supplyrelated information (expected delivery dates). Other
messagesthat fall in this category include order cancellation messages and order modification messages
(modified quantity or due date}. The processing semantics associated with these messageswill often be
more complexthan for other categories of messages.
For instance, upon receipt of a request for goodsmessage, an agent might perform a series of MRP-like
computations and determine whether it needs to order additional raw materials or componentsfrom its
ownsuppliers and might in turn issue request for goods
messagesto one or more of its suppliers.
¯ Cash flows: The final category of message classes
concern the movementof capital through the supply
chain. This category includes a paymentmessagesent
by customer agents to their supplier upon delivery of
goods.

3.4
An Example
In this subsection, wepresent a simple modelto iilustrat, e
howour frameworkcould be utilized for analyzing problems in the domain of supply chain management. One
of the major concerns in the grocery chain industry is to
try to reduce inventory within the supply chain. In order
to achieve high level of service while keeping less inventory, they are considering a cross-docking mechanismat
distribution centers. A cross-docking center differs from
a standard distribution center in that inventory is never
stored there. Inventory comeson one truck and leaves on
another based on its destination. A cross-docking center
only helps in sorting and shipping inventory to the correct
destination. As a result, in a cross-docking environment,
it maytake more time to replenish orders at the retailer
because inventory is not stored at the distribution center.
A cross-docking environmentis also information intensi’ve
because all that information is used in effectively sorting
and shipping products. The question of interest here is to
understand the tradeoff between inventory and service in
the alternative arrangements. Since a grocery chain typically consists of different organizations, it is all the more
important to understand effect of any changein the supply
chain on the different entities. As a result, tracking individual performanceis as important as tracking the global
performance measure. Wetrack the inventory and as well
as customerservice measurelocally as well as globally. We
nowdevelopa simple modeland illustrate howit fits in our
framework.

3.3
Performance
Measures
One of the objectives of developing an integrated framework is to provide an ability to simultaneously observe
global and local performance of the supply chain. Empirical studies have shownthat sometimestaking a global
perspective maybe harmful to someof the entities in the
supply chain ((Cash & Konsynski 1985), (Swaminathan,
Sadeh & Smith 1995)). In our frameworkwe separate local
performance (P~[i) from the global performance measures
(GPM). A global performance measure may be an appropriate yardstick for an intra-organizational supply chain
(most of the entities belong to the sameorganization) however, local performance becomesan important measure for
inter-organizational supply chains.
Supply chain performance measures can be classified
into two broad categories. Qualitative performance measures such as customer satisfaction, integration of information and material flow and, effective risk management.
Quantitative performance measures relate to cost minimization, profit maximization,fill-rate maximization,customer response time minimization, supplier reliability and
lead time minimization. In our framework, we consider
only quantitative performance measures. Weprovide the
capability for analysts to monitor appropriate performance
measures(either local or global or both) dependingon the
situation. It should be noted that there is a very strong
link betweengoals of the agent in terms of the performance

Weconsider three retailer agents, one distribution agent,
three manufacturing agents and one customer agent. Each
of the three manufacturing agents produce one unique
product. State of these agents is defined by finished goods
inventory and outstanding orders. The customer agent
generates demandfor the three retailer agents for a mix of
these three products. State of the customer agent consists
of only orders that have not been delivered as yet. Each
retailer agent stocks inventory of all three products and operates under an inventory control policy such as base-stock
for each product. State of the retailer agents is determined
by the inventories associated with each of the three products and the outstanding orders from the customer. We
assume that these products can be made by the manufacturers without purchase of any componentsand as a result,
the supply chain ends there. In a model with a standard
distribution center, orders (messages)from retailer agents
would come to it whereas in a cross-docking environment
we assumethat the orders go directly to the manufacturer.
Wealso assumethat products are transferred in truck loads
and the release policy at the manufacturing agents is a
batch policy. State of the standard distribution center is
characterized by similar attributes as a retailer agent however, a cross dockis characterized by inventory of incoming
and outgoing products. Wehave neglected transportation
issues related to coordination of trucks by assumingthat
trucks are available in plenty. A moredetailed modelcould
be developed using a transportation agent.
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are selected and in somesense drive the simulation.

The interaction constraints at each agent are limited to
plier information (Swaminathan, Sadeh & Smith 1995)
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next section,
explain
our supply
specifying
the buyer-supplier
relationships.Research
Werestrict
our Workshop.
attention to only inventory control policies. The customer
greater details.
agent generates product demands based on the demand
control policy employed which basically determines the
Supply Chain Library
4
type of demand(periodic or continuous) as well the nature (deterministic or stochastic). The request for goods
Supply chain dynamics can becomecomplicated to model
messagegenerated has the address of the retailer as well
due to presence of heterogeneousentities, multiple perforas the due date by which it is required. Incoming mesmancemeasures and complex interaction effects. Variety
sages from the retailers have the due date as well as the
of supply chains poses a limitation on reusability of procurrent time. Statistics are maintained on the late orders
cesses across them. For example, a supply chain could be
as a performance measure. Each retailer agent processes
highly centralized and have most of the entities belongan incoming messagebased on its type. It is either reing to the same organization (like IBMintegrated supquest for goodsor goodsdelivered. If it is goodsdelivered,
ply chain) or could be highly decentralized with all the
then the inventory level is adjusted accordingly, outstandentities being separate organizations (like grocery supply
ing orders are taken care of and messagesare sent to the
chain). As a result, it is a dit~cult task to develop a set
customer agent. If it is request for goods, then the invenof generic processes that capture the dynamicsof supply
tory position is checked.If inventory is available the order
chains across a wide spectrum. In this section, we present
is fulfilled and future orders placed based on the invena classification which enables modelingand analysis of a
tory control policy. If inventory is not available then the
large variety of problems though it is not exhaustive by
order is made outstanding or lost based on whether deany .means.
mandis backlogged or not. Inventory position is tracked
at each instant of time at each agent and is maintainedas a
Weclassify different elements in the supply chain library
performance measure. The distributor agent (in the staninto two broad categories- Structural elements and Control
dard mode)has very similar structure to a retailer agent.
elements. Structural elements (modeledas agents) are inIt stores inventory and replenishes them from the manuvolved in actual production and transportation of products
facturers. The prime difference being that products are
and Control elements help in coordinating flow of products
shipped to retailers in truck loads. So, a numberof goods
in an ei~cient mannerwith the use of messages. Structural
delivered messagesare collected together before being sent
elements are further classified into two basic sets of eleto the retailer. In s cross-docking mode,no inventory is
ments namely, Production and Transportation elements.
Control elements are classified into Inventory Control, Destored. Each of the manufacturing agents maintain finished goods inventory and produce in batches. Shipments
mand Control, Supply Control, Flow Control and Inforto distributor agent are madein truck loads.
mation Control elements.
With the above simple model it is possible to analyze
4.1
Structural
Elements
someof the trade-offs in the alternative arrangementsfor
distribution. Moreover,the results bring out benefits for
As indicated earlier, structural elements are involved in
different entities in alternative arrangementsand provide a
production and transportation of products. Strategic
basis for negotiating cost and benefit sharing in the supply
placement of these elements constitutes major issues rechain. Other variations of this supply chain can be easily
lating to supply chain configuration. In the following subanalyzed as well. Suppose, if we wanted to analyze the
sections we briefly describe each of the structural elements.
effect of changing the inventory control policy at the retailer agent, wejust needto specify a different control pol4.1.1 Production Elements
icy (from the set of existing control policies in our supply
Production elements use inventory control elements for
chain library) at the agent and simulate again. Similarly,
managingtheir inventory, contracts with the downstream
we can study the effect of introducing one more retailer
entity for supply control, flow control elements for loading
or one more manufacturer by introducing an agent of that
and unloading products, forecast elements for propagating
type, defining its relationship to other agents and simulatforecasted demandto the downstreamentity and may use
in 8 the new supply chain. Our aim in this example was
either periodic or real time information control with other
just to illustrate the ability of model such problems and
entities in the supply chain.
develop a decision support tool using our frameworkwith
limited efforts. As a result we have not presented someof
¯ Retailer: A retailer is where customers buy products.
the other issues related to information and transportation
Mainfocus here is on reducing the cycle time for the
which also play an important role in this problem. Howdelivery of a customer order sad minimizing stockever, our frameworkhas the capability to handle the above
outs. The above goals define the objectives and priissues. The ability to combine simulation and analytical
orities of this agent which are used while sequencresults as well develop modelsrapidly, has madethis frameing incoming interactions. Whencustomer order for
work extremely popular with researchers in the industry.
a product is received, it is determined which is the
Concepts from our frameworkhave been used to study varproduct that is being ordered. The product is packed
and shipped to the customer if it is available as finious problemsincluding inventory-servicability tradeoffs in
a multi-tiered supply chain producing a large number of
ished goodinventory else the order is addedto a queue
products, validating postponementstrategies while facing
(for the particular product) according to its priority
short lead times (Swaminathan1994), and, effect of sup(if the priority of all the orders are same then it is
Swtminathan
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FIFO(first-in-first-out)).
Whenthe product is deliv,’red from the distribution center or the manufacturing (it is possible that some products maycomefrom
the manufacturing plant while others could comefrom
the distribution center} plant, order is removedfrom
the queue and product is packed and shipped to the
customer. Manytimes, orders may be for nmltiple
products in which case the processing becomes more
complicated. Marketing elements (described in section 4.2.2) are used for controlling demandgenerated
by customers.

flow control elements in order to load and unload
the products as well ms to determine the route. The
route taken by the vehicle depends on the state of
the vehicle (whichcontains information on destination
of products that have been loaded). Using distance
of the next destination from the current destination.
time neededto reach the next destination is obtained.
At that time, products (destined for that production
element) are unloaded and other products may get
loaded.

¯ Distribution Center: A distribution center is involved
in receiving products from the manufacturing plant
and either storing them or sending them right away
(cross-dock) to the retailer. Mainfocus here is to reduce the inventory carried and maximizethroughput.
In a standard distribution center products come in
from the manufacturing or supplier plants. They are
unloaded and stored in the storage area. Whenorders
comefrom the retailer, relevant products are removed
from the storage area (if the buffer has them or they
wait till the products arrive into the buffer) and are
sent to the appropriate loading dock where they are
loaded and sent to tile destination. As opposed to a
standard distribution center, in a cross-dock there is
no inventory storage. Products are unloaded from one
transportation vehicle and are directly loaded onto
outgoingvehicles to different retailers.
¯ Manufacturing Plant: A manufacturing plant is an
element where componentsare assembled and a product is manufactured. In general, orders comefrom the
distribution center but they could also comefrom the
retailer (whenthere is a cross-dock or the supply chain
does not have a distribution center). Mainfocus here
are on optimal procurement of components (particularly commoncomponents) so that they are available
whenrequired and, efficient management
of inventory
and manufacturing process. Each product has an associated bill of materials (BOM).Manufacturing can
be based on either a "Pull" or "Push" mechanism.In
a Pull system, product is madeonly when an order is
received for it, however, in a Push system, products
are built based on demandforecast.
¯ Suppliers: A supplier element modelsexternal suppliers. These suppliers could be a manufacturingplant or
assembly plant or could have their ownsupply chain
for production. However,we modelall these situations
through a single element because the parent organization has no direct control on their internal operations.
Supplier elements supply parts to the manufacturing
plant. They focus on low turn-around time and inventory. Their operation is characterized by the supplier
contracts which determines the leadtime, flexibility
arrangements, cost-sharing and information-sharing
with customers.

4.2
Control
Elements
Control elements facilitate production and transportation
of products within the supply chain. Choice of appropriate
control elements is the objective of problems related to
supply chain contracts and supply chain coordination. We
briefly describe the control elementsthat we have identified
in our study.
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Elements
4.1.2 Transportation
¯ Transportation Vehicles: Transportation vehicles
move product from one production element to another. Each vehicle has associated characteristics in
terms of capacity and relative speed. Vehicles use
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4.2.1 Inventory Control
Inventory control elements are an integral part of any
supply chain. They control flow of materials within the
supply chain. They are mainly of two types - Centralized
and Decentralized control.
¯ Centralized Control: These elements control the inventory at a particular production element while taking into account the inventory levels in the supply
chain as a whole. A typical example is the inventory control based on echelon inventory. Accordingto
this policy, inventory control is done while considering the total inventory upstream also called echelon
inventory. Thus, the order-upto levels are set according to echelon inventory levels. Another example is
the integrated MRP(materialsrequirement planning)
environment. An important requirement for implementinga centralized inventory policy is the ability
to access information on inventory levels at other entities in the supply chain.
¯ Decentralized Control: These elements control inventory at a particular production element by considering inventory levels at that entity in the supply chain.
Typical examplesof these kinds of policies are- orderupto or base stock policy, MRPbased ordering (with
no information about inventory status at other agents)
and (Q,R)or (s,S) policy. Thesepolicies are also
in centralized control thoughinventory levels in that
case are calculated based on echelon stock. In a basestock policy, orders are placed as soon as the inventory level reaches below the base-stock level in order
to bring it back to that level. In MRPbased ordering, the requirements are based on the MRPexplosion (considering the forecasts as exact) and in (s,S)
[(Q,R)] policy, ordering is done whenthe inventory
levels goes belows [is equal to R] and orders are placed
so that inventory is brought upto S [Q+I~].
4.2.2 Demand Control
The demandprocess within a supply chain is sustained
through actual and forecasted orders (these are modeledas
messages in our framework). Orders contain information
on - types of products which are being ordered, the number
of products that are required, the destination where the

product
hasto beshipped,
andtheduedateof theorder.
element
islocated
inthecorresponding
production
elFrom:
Proceedings
of the AI
and Manufacturing
Research Planning Workshop. ement.
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Twoimportant
demand
control
elements
are:
¯ Routing
¯ Marketing
Element:
Oneof theimportant
aspects
of
Element:
Routingelement
controlthesequence
in whichproducts
aredelivered
by thetransproduct
management
is howwelltheproduct
is marportation
element.
Theroutetaken
by thetransportaketedto consumers.
Thereaxenumerous
wavsto intionvehicle
depends
toa great
extent
onthedestinacreasedemandfora particular
product.
Advertisetionofproducts
thatitiscarrying.
So,therouting
is
ments,
discounts,
coupons
andseasonal
salearesome
dynamic
in thatsense.
Theroutecanbe decided
in
of them.Marketing
elementprovides
a mechanism
a centralized
ora decentralized
manner
depending
on
thatcantrigger
additional
demand
forproducts.
Inhowmuchinformation
is available
aboutdestination
creasein demandcouldbe seasonal,
randomor perofothertransportation
elements.
manent.
Thiselement
allows
us to capture
marketing
strategies
thatmightbe usedin thesupply
chain.
We
restrict
theusage
ofthese
elements
onlyattheretail- 4.2.5 Information Control
Information control elements are extremely important
ersbecause
theseelements
canhavea direct
impact
on demandexperienced
by thesupplychain(insome for coordination within the supply chain. Twotypes of
sensewe capture
theeffect
on end-consumers
only). information flow are:
¯ Real Time: Real time information transfer refers to
Demandcan be influenced
by otheragentsas well
the instantaneous propagation of information. For
without utilizing these elements (like supplier agent
example this could be information on inventory levproviding bulk rates to increase the purchases made
els, capacity
allocations,
machine
breakdowns
etc.at
by themanufacturer).
.other
production
elements
or theroutes
tobe taken
¯ Forecast
Element:
Forecast
elements
determine
how
byothertransportation
elements.
forecasts
aregenerated
withinthesupply
chainand
¯
Periodic:
Periodic
information
updates
maybe sent
howtheyevolve
overtime.In a "Push"
system,
foreby
different
production
and
transportation
elements
castevolution
playsa veryimportant
rolebecause
toindicate
changes
inbusiness
strategy,
price
increase,
manufacturing
decisions
arebasedon forecasted
orintroduction
of
new
services
or
features
in
the
prodders.Greater
forecast
inaccuracy
leads
togreater
misucts,introduction
ofnewproduction
element
etc.Pematchbetween
products
demanded
andproducts
proriodic
information
issenttoalltheentities
inthesupduced,
andasa result
leads
tohigher
inventory
costs.
plychainintheformof messages,
asopposed
torealIna "Pull"
system,
forecast
accuracy
doesnotplayan
time
information,
which
is
explicitly
agreed
uponin
important
rolebecause
products
arebuilt-to-order.
thesupply
control
element.
4.2.3 SupplyControl
Theabovedefined
setof elements
alongwiththeCustomeragentthatgenerates
demand
forthesystem
constiSupply
Control
elements
dictate
termsandcondition
for
delivery
ofthematerial
onceorders
havebeenplaced.
Con- tuteourframework.
tractual
agreements
aretheonlyformof supply
control
element
thatwe haveidentified.
Contracts
contain
infor- 5
Conclusions
mation.on
theprice
ofthematerial,
length
ofthecontract, As manufacturers attempt to increase supply chain pervolume
to be purchased
overthecontract
period,
penalty formance, there is a critical need to gain a deeper unfordefaulting,
leadtime
togettheproduct
oncefinal
order derstanding of ways various supply chain decisions affect
hasbeenplaced,
amount
offlexibility
thatthebuyerhas
their operations as well as those of their partners. Deciintermsofupdating
demand
forecasts
overtime(often
resion support systems that can facilitate these efforts are
ferred
to asflezibiHty
offered
bythesupplier)
andtypes in great demand.In this paper, we identify essential elof information
control
thatcouldbe used.Supplycon- ements
that are required for modeling supply chains and
tracts
maydiffer
incharacteristics
andrigidity
depending embed them in a multi-ngent framework. Our approach
on whether
supplier
of theproduct
belongs
to thesame underscores the importance of models in which different
organization or not. Transfer pricing mechanismsare empartners operate subject to their ownlocal constraints and
ployed while dealing with internal suppliers (this could be
objectives and have different local views of the world, and
thought of as a form of centralized supply control).
the need to understand performance from a variety of organizational perspectives. Our frameworkuses simulation
4.2.4 Flow Control
analysis and provides a platform for developing customized
Flow control elements coordinate flow of products bedecision support tools for different supply chain problems
tween production and transportation elements. Twotypes
with limited additional effort. The library of supply chain
of flow control elements me:
elements makes our frameworkmodular and easy to re-use.
¯ Loading Element: Loading Element control the manThe ability to combinesimulation and analytical results as
ner in which the transportation elements are loaded
well develop models rapidly, has made this frameworkextremely popular with researchers in the industry. In fact,
and unloaded. This control is different based on the
type of the production element where products me
a subset of concepts from this frameworkis being utilized
loaded or unloaded. For example, the loading and unby IBMfor supply chain re-engineering efforts.
loading operations require different specifications deThe current version of our frameworkis suitable for adpending on whether the production element is a standressing issues related to (1) inventory/servicability tradedard distribution center or a cross-dock. This control
off (2) manufacturing, distribution and retailer location
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and (:i) inventory control policies, tIowever, we do real-
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work can be improved. Weplan to work on the following enhancementsin future - (1) developmentof features
in messagesrelated to cash flows to enable simulation of
global environmentsincluding currency exchangerates. (2)
developmentof processes to simulate continuous manufacturing, (3) incorporation of learning in agents and make
them adaptive agents. (4) choice in control policies that
agents could use at any time, and, (5) improvementin the
efficiency of the software in order to enhancethe speed of
simulation. In conclusion, we feel that our frameworkis
a tirst step towards enabling easy developmentof decision
support tools in the domain of supply chain management
and would be extremely useful to supply chain managers.
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